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Color Theory and Making the Right Connection with 
Your Law Firm Marketing 

Color psychology is a complex science, one which people could spend their whole lives studying. It is 
something that we understand subconsciously when we choose the colors that surround us. It is why 
deep red dining room walls are more common than bright blue, and why muted earth tones are often 
seen in spas while bright primary colors adorn toy stores and playgrounds.

A potential client’s reaction to color must be taken into consideration when developing marketing 
strategies. A single component of a marketing plan like a law firm’s website may be the first and only 
contact a person has with the firm before they make a decision about who to call. In order to work, all 
pieces of a plan must be professional, evoke the right emotion and make a connection. Colors play 
an important role in making that connection.

Warm colors: Reds, oranges and yellows. Warm colors are emotional powerhouses, carrying both 
positive and negative associations. Incorporating warm colors into a design gives it an energy that 
may enhance your firm’s brand personality in unexpected ways.

Red is a passionate color that can evoke a spectrum of emotions from love to anger. Deep reds are 
associated with power and prestige, but bright reds signal hazard or danger. Red can also effect 
people physically. Exposure to the color red has been show to raise people’s heart rate, blood 
pressure and perspiration rate. In design, red can be commanding as an accent color but 
overwhelming if it comprises the bulk of a layout.

Orange is a color of energy and vitality, associated with many naturally occurring things from the 
bright orange of a piece of fruit to the deep orange of leaves in autumn. It has much of the energy of 
red without the emotional baggage. Like red, it is generally best used in moderation. But as a neutral 
warm color, it can be incorporated well into many law firm brands from personal injury to immigration 
to estate planning with equal efficacy.

Yellow, like red, is a color with a split personality. It can be associated with creativity and sunshine but 
also with caution. In design, yellow is most often a happy, positive color. Bright yellow can give clients 
the sense your firm is willing to innovate and implement new or creative solutions.

Cool colors: Blues, greens and purples. Cool colors, while more subtle, can be just as powerful as 
their warm counterparts. Secondary cool colors, like greens and purples, are made by combining a 
cool color with a warm color. Because of this, secondary cool colors can pick up some of the traits of 
the warm color contained with them.

Blues and purples convey many of the same meanings, but blue is by far a more popular color. It is 
one of the most commonly used colors in law firm branding. 
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This is due partly to its versatility and partly to the ideas it represents. Blue is calming, and therefore 
good for emotionally charged practice areas. Blue is also grounded, representing responsibility, 
stability and power. Since it is so widely used in corporate branding, blue also carries a sense of 
professionalism and experience. Purple, the color of royalty, has more energy than blue while 
similarly conveying ideas of strength, power and wealth.

Green is, quite literally, down to earth. It is a natural color that can be used to represent freshness 
and growth as well as stability. Like blue, green is calming, and dark greens convey an even stronger 
sense of wealth and stability. But unlike blue, green carries with it the energy of the yellow it contains, 
lending it an air of creativity and happiness. Bright greens are popular in modern design, and can be 
used to tell clients your firm is forward looking and willing to take a fresh approach to solving legal 
problems.

No color is absolutely perfect for one practice area or absolutely forbidden for another. Sometimes it 
is best to use colors that are unexpected, drawing attention to your firm as unique and making a 
memorable impression. But the best way to break the rules is to understand them first. 

Let’s Build a Bigger Law Firm™ Together
To learn more about law firm marketing and legal marketing by visiting SEO | Law Firm or call 
1.800.728.5306.
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Get the Bigger Law Firm™ magazine 
today and start growing
● The Legal Marketing Weekly email BLF Edition 
● One Law Firm Newswire Distribution each month, 

FREE! ($45/month value)
● The Bigger Law Firm™ magazine delivered to your 

home or office
● No third party advertisements
● Real advice from real legal marketing specialists
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